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Welcome to your Website Workflow.

So you are looking into getting a website together? What are you 
up to? What do you want to share with the world?

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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What are we going to call your business, your product, service, or 
project?  

Let’s call it __________________________________________

 О that’s just a working title 

 О this is fixed and set in stone and I have a logo

 О I don’t want to tell yet 

If you like, tell us more about that name :) 

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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Tell us about you! 
Who are you / the people / the idea behind the project?

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

What’s driving you to get this website done? 
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Do you have a deadline?
_____________________________________________________
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What might people get from you and your website?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

What might you get from people using your website?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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About the technical side of things: 

What do you suspect you need? 
Use the brackets to prioritize!

 О just a simple website (   )

 О and a small shop (   )  - or -  
 О a fully grown shopsystem (   )

 О a simple blog should be there (   )  - or - 
 О an online-magazine style blog-system (   )

 О people should be able to sign up to the Newsletter (   )

 О it will need a simple booking tool  (   ) - or - 
 О several booking offers with immediate payment  (   )
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more technical questions...

What further do you suspect you need?

 О the website should be made in two or more languages (   )

 О a membership system to have exclusive content for members (   )

 О a forum for users to exchange information and experiences (   )

 О SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO SEO :D (   )

 О illustrations , graphics or icons (   )
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about your content...

What do you intend to publish?

 О videos hosted on___________________________

 О longer texts

 О lots of images

 О music hosted on____________________________

 О podcast hosted on______________________________

 О _____________________________

 О _____________________________

 О _____________________________
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about you and your website...

How close do you want to be?

 О I might need someone to service my website on the technical side

 О I am learning about Wordpress already and can’t wait to use it!

 О I am already using CMSs, I can totally manage this.
 

I will need someone...

 О to change content for me once in a while -or-
 О on a regular basis

 О to teach me how to change things and create new posts/events/offers

 О to do all this together with me, the whole workflow and content creation
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Finally! Cosmetic questions!

Can you tell us about a website or two that you really like?

Sure Thing...

_____________________________________________________

I really like how...

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Can you name a website or two that you don’t like very much?
_____________________________________________________
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Could you name a competitor’s website that you want to top? 

 О Sure Thing ____________________

Anything to say about that site and sight in particular? 
_____________________________________________________

Since we’re entering the field of market-research

 О I have done my research.... 
 О SWOT Analysis  
 О Avatars    
 О Products     
 О Pricing     
 О Market research & definition
 О Positioning
 О I am more the trial and err type 
 О Can we do this together? I need help with that. 
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And finally...

Do you have answers to question/s we forgot to ask? 
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
 

STEFANIE SIEBEN

Let's talk!  
via email contact@stefaniesieben.de, on facebook or LinkedIn.

mailto:contact%40stefaniesieben.de?subject=Business%20is%20a%20Beach
https://www.facebook.com/S7DesignStudio
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefanie-sieben-1901171b8/

